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How Much Pain Will It Take for the ‘Bottom 50%’ To
Realize Its Political Power? What Then?
Karl Polzer, Center on Capital & Social Equity

Call them low-wage workers, the working class, whatever you like. The way
things are headed, these workers and their dependents soon may make up half of
the U.S. population. They could be an awakening giant in U.S. politics once they
realize neither Republicans nor Democrats are doing much to represent their
economic interests.
Continued stagflation (high inflation and economic contraction) and Fed money
supply tightening mean yet more pain for those at the bottom of the pyramid.
They work as retail sales people, clerks, cooks, construction workers, servers and
bartenders, warehouse staff, drivers, lawn mowers and landscapers, and health
and personal care aides.
There are many signs and symptoms. After years of hyperinflationary increases,
in 2020 46% of American renters spent 30% or more of their income on housing –
and 23% spent at least half their income. With the end of pandemic aid, evictions
have risen sharply. More are expected as rents keep rising. One in six households
is behind in paying utility bills. More than a third of low-wage workers report no
savings. More than 38 million people, including 12 million children, in the country
are food insecure.
In spite of its growth in size and causes for discontent, the American working class
typically punches well below its numerical weight in the political arena. Lowwage workers are less inclined to vote than higher-income citizens and lack
financial resources, time and connections to ply their interests with elected
officials.
Both political parties know this and distract low-wage workers from focusing on
shared economic interests with divisive cultural dog whistles. Pick your whistle
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tone: race, gender, school curricula, guns, abortion...Neither party prioritizes the
bottom half on policies that put food on the table and help pay the rent.
For years, Democratic think tanks have spewed out data on racial inequality as if
poverty among whites did not exist (they are the largest group of the poor). This
distracts from understanding underlying causes of economic distress and drives a
wedge between low-income people with different ethnic backgrounds. The end
result: political righteousness with no action.
For their part, although Republicans recently have amplified rhetoric about
helping the working class, they don’t deliver on economic issues. Republicans
generally oppose increasing the minimum wage and worker benefits and
protections. Lack of action on these issues speaks louder than words.
Meanwhile, unchecked by recent legislation, structural economic inequality in the
U.S. continues its rise. Both the bipartisan infrastructure bill and Democrats’ justpassed remnant of the Build Back Better package provide hundreds of billions of
dollars to corporations for technology development. They do little to help
workers and their families make it through another week.
Conspicuously absent is continuing the expanded child tax credit, which
temporarily kept millions of families above the poverty line. The federal tax
subsidy for raising kids now, as before the pandemic, will go mostly toward the
higher-income. With midterm elections approaching, neither party is talking
much about core issues that could help low-wage workers including higher wages,
paid sick days (like higher-income people routinely get), retirement contributions
(heavily subsidized for the higher-income), and affordable health insurance and
health care. In the background, almost unanimously supported bipartisan
retirement savings legislation quietly moving through Congress provides the
lion’s share of benefit to the very wealthiest (by allowing tax-deferred
accumulation in retirement accounts later into old age).
Also missing from the 117th Congress’ work product is ending a special tax break
for Wall Street brokers. A provision that would have done this was pulled from
The Inflation Reduction Act (a misnomer) at the last minute by conservative
Democrats receiving contributions in consideration. The IRA did include some
price protections for Medicare enrollees and health plan purchasers -- and what
could be the first steps in controlling Medicare drug prices. But Congress for the
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most part tip-toed around corporate interests and Big Pharma lobbyists. With
any savings for low-wage workers years away, health care costs continue eating
into their ability to obtain other necessities.
The icing on the cake is Biden’s cancellation of student debt, described by critics
from all parts of the political spectrum as a massive transfer of wealth from
working class taxpayers to the more educated better-off. According to a
Washington Post editorial following the president’s announcement:
"Widely canceling student loan debt is regressive. It takes money from the
broader tax base, mostly made up of workers who did not go to college, to
subsidize the education debt of people with valuable degrees...Mr. Biden’s
student loan decision will not do enough to help the most vulnerable
Americans. It will, however, provide a windfall for those who don’t need it
— with American taxpayers footing the bill."
Democrats still tend to push working class economic issues more than
Republicans. However, when push comes to shove, they do not prioritize them
and favor business and higher-income groups. Senate Democrats’ first stimulus
proposal after Joe Biden’s election, for example, did not feature another round of
checks to individuals while including business subsidies similar to what the Trump
administration and Congress had agreed on (see our letter to the Washington
Post). The Biden Administration and Congress subsequently added individual
subsidies though arguably not targeted enough to lower-income households. Do
families making $400,000 really need taxpayer assistance?
For all his flaws, blarney, and outright lies, Donald Trump came through for lowincome workers in a few areas, including stemming the inflow of illegal low-paid
workers -- which increases the labor supply and can lower wages. Unlike creative
Democratic think tanks that claimed that cheap foreign labor doesn’t hurt their
bargaining leverage, low-wage workers knew in their bones what Trump did for
them. He also provided vicarious satisfaction by figuratively flipping the bird to
“woke” elites in daily tweets and sound bites. Though he manipulates them
shamelessly, Trump does not ignore or despise low-wage workers (a “basket of
deplorables” per Hillary Clinton) as many in the political mainstream do.
But one cannot forget that the Donald’s crowning glory was working with Senate
leader Mitch McConnell to enact tax cuts that most benefited the highest income
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and wealthiest. Mainstream politicians can trump his appeal to the working class
by fighting for its economic interests in ways that the former president did not.
A fragile economy distributing more pain to an alienated majority at the bottom
could result in a sudden shift in U.S. politics and power. At the very least, both
parties are advised to keep their eyes open, particularly in the Senate – the
branch of government most closely representing the aristocracy in the U.S.’
customized version of democracy. Better yet, political leaders might acknowledge
the problems facing people at the bottom, reach out and do more to help them,
and manage their anger and expectations.
None of these dynamics are new. Inequality grows naturally because
stakeholders with the most resources and power usually are positioned to
increase their share of a society’s wealth. If those at the top and in control lack
the self-discipline to moderate wealth concentration, a pressure cooker of anger
at the bottom can explode into violence and rebellion.
The attack on Capitol Hill following the last election may end up being an oddity in
American history. It also can be seen as one more warning to the political
establishment to play the “long game” and to do more for the mass of people it is
leaving behind.
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